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If you’re buying a beer at Beer Table for the train and feel like something complementary to snack on why not 
grab some cheese from Murray’s, our neighbors in the Grand Central Market? Th ere is a commonly held belief 
that when it comes to cheese, wine is the perfect partner, but many people (myself included) have recently been 
coming around to the idea that beer can be just as cheese friendly as wine, perhaps even more so.

In the not too distant past cheese was part and parcel of a farmhouse diet, and made right alongside it in the 
farm’s kitchen, generally by the farmer’s wife, would have been beer. Th e former a means to preserve surplus 
milk in a palatable form, rich in fats and proteins, the latter an intoxicating carbohydrate fi lled beverage made 
from dried, malted grains, and which had the added benefi t of being safer to drink than many water sources. 
Both had the potential to sustain farmer and family throughout long, dark and austere winter months, and both 
were important and highly regarded sources of nutrition.

Monks also have long and traditional associations with both brewing and cheese making, and the two still go 
hand in hand in several contemporary Trappist breweries. Chimay, Orval and Westmalle are all monastic beers 
which regularly grace our shelves, and all are produced alongside cheese in their respective Belgian Abbeys (see 
below for a recommended Trappist beer and cheese pairing).

So what are the pitfalls of wine and cheese? It is generally thought that red wine is the obvious choice when it 
comes to cheese, but for those in the business of cheese and beverage partnerships this is perhaps the hardest 
pairing of all. Why? Well, pairing is all to do with fl avor and texture combinations, and all cheese will have 
varying degrees of salt and acidity. Combine these attributes with the tannin that is present in a red wine (grape 
skins imbue red wine with its color, but they also contribute tannin which has an astringent and drying eff ect 
on the palate) and the result can be less than appealing.

Beer on the other hand lacks this tannic element, for the most part at least, and most beers are also carbonated 
whereas the majority of wines are not. CO2 bubbles are a great way to freshen up a palate that is coated in a rich, 
fatty cheese in preparation for the next mouthful.

As with anything, pairings are always down to the tastes and preferences of the individual, but if you are 
looking for some pairing suggestions to get you introduced to the delicious and diverse world of beer and cheese 
then read on. 

BELGIAN TRIPEL & WASHED RIND
‘Washed rind’ cheeses are often described as ‘monastic’ in style and most cheese-producing monks make 
a cheese of this type. Th ese cheeses are generally soft, rich and very pungent so why not try matching up a 
Westmalle Tripel with a French Epoisse, a nutty Irish Ardrahan or a home grown washed rind such as Jasper 
Hill ’s ‘Winnimere’, a great and seasonal example of the style which also happens to be washed with beer.

DOUPLE BOCK & AGED GOUDA
Th e complex interplay of fruit, toff ee and spice in an Aventinus Weizenbock or Celebrator from Ayinger, should 
combine brilliantly with the butterscotch and salt characteristics in almost any example of a well made aged 
Dutch Gouda.

BARLEYWINE & STILTON
An English classic and one of the easiest pairings to get right. Opposites attract and the high salt content in this 
blue cheese resonates spectacularly with the residual sugars of a barleywine. Try Colston Bassett Stilton with a 
J.W. Lees Harvest Ale for a fabulous example of beer and cheese in harmony.

by CHRIS GEORGE

MRS. SAXELBY’S BEER LAB

Why is there BPA in my IPA?

by MEGAN SAXELBY

In recent years, the amount of great beer available in cans has gone 
through the roof. Almost from the get go there has been a debate on 
whether cans are preferable to bottles. Th e primary focus of this debate 
has been on which format is more environmentally friendly and which 
presents the beer at its best to the customer. I have nothing to add to that 
debate that hasn’t already been said. 

Recently, however, another topic has been brought up in the ongoing 
debate of can versus bottle — the presence of BPA in can liners. BPA (or 
bisphenol-A) “is a chemical produced in large quantities for use primarily 
in the production of polycarbonate plastics and epoxy resins.” Epoxy 
resins are used to line the inside of cans. 

It is at this point in our discussion where I will present two sides to one 
story. At the moment, your views on BPA and its presence in our beer are 
pretty much a Choose Your Own Adventure novel. I don’t want to sway 
you one way or another but I feel like you should have all of the facts 
before you decide which side of the aisle you fall into.

Let’s start with the argument that BPA is bad and shouldn’t be present 
in anything we ingest. Now, why is that? Th is argument (at this point 
in time) pretty much boils down to the fact that BPA is an endocrine 
disruptor. In this specifi c case, BPA may interfere with estradiol. Due to 
their similar shapes, BPA can bind estrogen receptors thereby preventing 
estradiol from binding that receptor. Th is in turn lowers the ability 
estradiol has to control reactions within the endocrine system linked to 
proper development, reproduction, body weight, cognitive ability and 
the immune system. Additional research has also show that some of the 
products of the metabolism of BPA can bind estrogen receptors with even 
greater effi  ciency than BPA itself leading to the possibility of even greater 
disruption of estradiol signaling pathways. One of these byproducts is 
MBP. When BPA is present in the liners of cans, it can leach into whatever 
is held inside the can — in this case delicious, tasty beer. Th is leaching 
can be more dramatic when heat or acid is applied. I don’t think we have 
to worry about you heating up your can of Sculpin prior to drinking it but 
acid as a risk factor that certainly raises some red fl ags. Beer in general is 
an acidic liquid (pH averages around 4.5) but can be more acidic when the 
beer is especially hoppy or when the beer is intentionally soured.

Sounds like this debate is pretty one sided, right? Well, don’t jump to 
conclusions so quickly. Th e rebuttal to the debate above is supported 
primarily by research and recommendations from the FDA and National 
Toxicology Program at the NIH. Both groups have performed research to 
determine the levels at which BPA could produce the eff ects discussed 
above. In studies with rats, there were no observed changes in body 
weight, reproductive organs, or hormone levels until the rats were 
given millions of times the amount of BPA that humans are exposed to 
through diet. Th ey also noted that the body is very good at metabolizing, 
inactivating and expelling BPA. Based on their research and fi ndings 
the National Toxicology Program has expressed the following levels of 
concern for adverse eff ects from current levels of BPA exposure (based 
upon a fi ve tier system, from lowest to highest, going from negligible 
concern, minimal concern, some concern, concern, and serious concern):

•  Th ere is some concern for adverse eff ects on the brain, behavior and 
prostate gland in fetuses, infants and children.

•  Th ere is minimal concern for adverse eff ects on the mammary gland and 
an earlier age for puberty for females in fetuses, infants, and children.

•  Th ere is negligible concern that exposure of pregnant women to bisphenol 
A will result in fetal or neonatal mortality, birth defects, or reduced 
birth weight and growth in their offspring. Additionally there is 
negligible concern that exposure will cause reproductive effects in the 
average adult.

Taken together, their recommendations lean towards the opinion that 
BPA exposure is probably not great for babies or children. Based on their 
research, they aren’t very concerned that BPA will aff ect reproduction via 
the endocrine system.

Confused yet? Me too. Each side has valid points but there are also 
glaring holes in each argument. Is it BPA or its metabolites that could 
lead to adverse eff ects? We don’t know. What is the level of concern for 
adverse eff ects on the neurological system? We’re not sure. What could 
the long terms eff ects be? You tell me. Could BPA be an adverse epigenetic 
risk? Maybe. Th ese are the questions that brewers are starting to grapple 
with in addition to “do cans protect beer better than bottles?” and “which 
packaging really does recycle more effi  ciently?” 

Th e way I see it you can go two ways with this dilemma. You can see the 
can half full, like the folks over at Oskar Blues. Th ey’ve said that until 
something defi nitively spells out the risks of BPA exposure for the 
average adult that they are going to keep using the same cans and in the 
meantime they are seeking out cans lined with an alternative material. 
Or you can see the can half empty and decide that the risk is just not 
worth until it has been proven that BPA exposure is acceptable.
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(Michael E. Baker. 2012. 3D Models of MBP, a Biologically Active Metabolite of Bisphenol A, in 
Human Estrogen Receptor α and Estrogen Receptor β. Retrieved October 21, 2014, from: 
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0046078)
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SEASONAL CREEP

HELLIEMAE’S CARAMELS

With over thirty breweries in the city limits, and even more in the 
surrounding area, Denver is one of the great American cities for beer. 
Every year in the early fall, it is host to the Great American Beer 
Festival (GABF), celebrating the best of handcrafted beer from around 
the country. However, beer is not the only thing being carefully made 
in small batches in Denver. Helliemae’s has been producing delicious 
artisanal caramels since 2010.

Ellen Daehnick started Helliemae’s at the behest of her husband, Chris, 
who convinced her to turn a hobby into a business. Ellen had been 
creating caramels in her kitchen as both an avocation and a necessity; 
she could not seem to fi nd the sweets that suited her taste. Daehnick 
wanted confections that had huge, creamy fl avors bordering on burnt 
that were not overly sweet, tough, or sticky. So that is precisely what 
she makes. 

Helliemae’s approach to producing delectables can be described as 
aggressively handmade with old school fl air. She prefers the term ‘hell-
on-wheels’ craftsmanship and the phrase fi ts perfectly with the name 
of her company. Ellen grew up in Houston, Texas, and growing up, she 
did not have too much to watch on the television, except for Th e Beverly 
Hillbillies. Donna Douglas starred in the show as the pretty Tomboy, Elly 
May Clampett, who was able to hang with the boys. Ellen was jokingly 
called Elly May, and she ran with the nickname. Combine that with her 
‘hell-on-wheels’ handcrafted mentality, and you get Helliemae’s. Of 
course, the irony is that the character Elly May Clampett was a complete 
failure in the kitchen, while Daehnick is the exact opposite. Maybe a 
Texas Julia Child (even without real culinary experience) with the 
business sense and drive of Margaret Th atcher would be a better fi t. And 
don’t forget a passion for craft beer and small batch whiskey. 

Starting in 2010, the Helliemae’s caramels were originally hand wrapped 
and not bite sized. Eventually as demand grew, she began to search for 
a machine to wrap bite-sized caramels. Th ey found success with an old 
school 1950’s confectionery machine. Made in France, Ellen describes 
the machine as ‘beautiful and fussy’, especially since replacement parts 
for the machine do not really exist. However, anything can be fi xed 
by her handyman/contractor/bookkeeper/partner/motivator, Chris 
Daehnick. Add in Jessica Frigo, Ellen’s right-hand-woman, and that is 
the full Helliemae’s team. 

Helliemae’s has also expanded into a gas station from the 60’s for its 
production kitchen. Right now, they make fi ve year-round caramel 
variations, with fi ve more seasonal releases. Most notable are the year-
round Chili Palmer and the seasonal Atticus. Daehnick drew inspiration 
from one of her favorite authors, Elmore Leonard, and his book that has 
since been turned into a movie, Get Shorty. Th e character Chili Palmer, 
played by John Travolta, is not afraid to punch someone in the face, just 
like this spicy caramel. Atticus, based off  of Atticus Finch in To Kill a 
Mockingbird, is released around Father’s Day, and is made with hot 
Colorado whiskey and sea salt that is smoked over old Bourbon staves in 
Kentucky: it is quite the decadent treat. 

Although the machine has helped to speed up the process, the caramel 
was, is, and will forever be made in fi ve-pound batches. Mrs. Daehnick 
says that her company has to stay small in order to preserve the quality 
of the caramels themselves, since big retailers will not stock something 
with such a short shelf life: it must be fresh to be a good representation 
of the Helliemae’s experience. Th is criterion is the reason that Ellen 
approached Beer Table as a place to sell her caramels. Combine this 
fact with Daehnick’s love for Avery, Great Divide, and Oskar Blues, 
Beer Table To Go is the perfect outlet for the unifi cation of beer and 
her confections. She recommends a Scotch ale for the salted caramels, 
a coff ee stout for the Atticus caramels, a saison (specifi cally Colette 
from Great Divide) for the cardamom caramels, and Avery’s Th e Beast 
for everything. Pairing beer with sweets is generally overlooked, but 
Helliemae’s caramels defi nitely hold their own and turn some heads 
doing it. Keep a look out for them at Beer Table To Go for a great holiday 
gift to take home with a six-pack. 

Th is past summer, I had the pleasure of spending several days at the home of Eddie Hayes, lawyer to the stars. 
Summer mornings were spent paddle boarding on the Great South Bay, evenings were spent bundled up next 
to the fi re. Yes, it was the coolest summer for many years in the New York area, and it felt as crisp as a desert 
night on the water front. We toasted marshmallows, shared stories, and then the unthinkable happened — 
my uncle cracked open a pumpkin beer. Fresh pumpkins in the brew? Impossible. Seasonal creep had begun.

Much has been made of “the creep” over the last several years, but allow me to refresh your memory with some 
of my everyday favorites: convertible tops down in early March; back to school ads in mid-July; (insert holiday 
here) reminders 2 months earlier than when you were growing up. 

From a scientifi c perspective, comprehensive studies regarding seasonal creep have found that plants are 
sprouting 2-3 days earlier each Spring, with a 1.5 day delay in their decay each fall (study took place over 
the past 50 years). Shorter winters and longer growing seasons lend themselves to greater food production, 
but earlier snow melts can lead to fl ooding and the associated warming has also been responsible for a more 
intense wild fi res in the last several years.

Back to the beer though — its why you come to shop. Over the winter months, a hearty porter or stout next 
to the fi re makes me cozy just thinking about it. Nothing can beat a farmhouse ale in the spring over a picnic 
with friends. Th e fi rst few sips of a pilsner on a scorcher is nearly indescribable. An authentic Oktoberfest and 
a basket of wings is the only way to start the NFL season. All of this begs the question — why do “seasonal” 
beers continue to come out earlier and earlier each year? Summer ales in March? Gose in December?

In an eff ort to be the fi rst to market, brands are producing certain styles before their ideal season to beat the 
competition. But what happens when you still have snow on the ground and don’t feel like having that radler 
on St. Patrick’s day? It sits on the shelf until other smart consumers are in the mood, the beer is not consumed 
in its freshest state, and the concept perpetuates itself. Biologically, our tastes are changed by the seasons, so 
theoretically we can’t be fooled — or can we?

It’s probably time to address the elephant in the room mentioned at the beginning of the article — the 
ultimate seasonal creeper, the pumpkin beer. Love it or hate it — it’s here to stay, but be sure to keep a few 
things in mind: If a pumpkin beer comes out in July, it is not from a pumpkin that has been harvested this 
year; If a pumpkin beer says its a pumpkin beer, it does not necessarily mean it has pumpkin in it — many are 
“inspired” by pumpkin fl avors, a seasonal without the ingredients to back it up; if you do love pumpkin beer, 
here’s a pro tip: try a pumpkin beer fl oat, you are probably having your fi rst one in warm weather anyways!

No matter what your taste, it is important that as avid craft beer consumers we continue to hold our favorite 
breweries to high standards. As more beers are produced, it is inevitable that seasonal creep will continue to 
exist — the choice is yours. If you do decide to have that seasonal a little early, maybe just keep it to yourself  . by COLEMAN FEENEY

by MICHAEL GALLAGHER

OUR FIRST MAP, 
REVEALED!

Th is is the fi rst issue in our series of newsletters where we are showcasing 
our regional brewers as never before, with a full-page pullout insert 
that marks where some of our favorite regional breweries are located. 
It’s especially important to me that we make mention of those who are 
accessible by rail, by rail + bicycle, and by subway. Why, you ask? Well, 
I’m a fi rm believer in de-criminalizing beer by making it a healthy part 
of our daily experience, rather than bingeing and abusing it. While I 
recognize its power as an alcoholic substance, I feel strongly that when 
it is enjoyed responsibly, it is a great enhancement to many of life’s 
great experiences. Operating heavy machinery (cars, etc.) is specifi cally 
excluded from this sentiment… Th is is part of the reason I love doing 
business in New York City, where almost all of our customers have 
designated drivers (or should I say, designated conductors?) and will 
make their way home safely, assuming they don’t snooze through their 
stop and end up stranded in New Haven, Wassaic or Poughkeepsie!

You’ll notice that this issue’s insert has a handsome repeating Beer 
Table logo pattern on one side. Th at’s intentional, and dual purpose! 
We will happily wrap and pack all of our holiday gifts and deliveries this 
year with this content-loaded packaging rather than wasting another 
material without cause.

As we move into the winter season, please feel free to off er feedback and 
suggestions for our cartography attempt. We don’t mean to exclude any 
of the excellent brewers out there, so please accept this as an opening 
draft of something greater to come, and always feel free to contact me 
with suggestions or edits at justin@beertable.com.

Cheers!

JUSTIN PHILIPS

Founder and Owner
Beer Table To Go

Helliemae’s approach to producing 
delectables can be described as 

aggressively handmade with 
old school fl air
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MTA
1/ Singlecut Beersmiths
2/ Transmitter Brewing
3/ Finback Brewery
4/ Brooklyn Brewery
5/ Th rees Brewing
6/ Other Half Brewing Co.
7/ Sixpoint Brewery
8/ Kelso Beer Co.
9/ 508 Gastrobrewery
10/ Eataly

LONG ISLAND R.R.
11/ Barrier Brewing Co. 
12/ Greenport Harbor Brewing Co.
13/ Southampton Publick House

METRO NORTH
14/ Captain Lawrence Brewing Co.
15/ Peekskill Brewery
16/ Newburgh Brewing Co.
17/ Two Roads Brewing Co.
18/ OEC Brewing

NEW JERSEY TRANSIT
19/ Carton Brewing

R E G I ONAL B R EWE R MAP
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ACROSS

3/  Brewers of the Freshchester Pale Ale

5/  Long Island brewery recently purchased by 
mega-brewer AB-Inbev

8/  Nomadic husband and wife brewers based 
in Brooklyn

10/  Sixpoint Brewery’s dry-hopped pilsner in a can

11/  Take the Staten Island Ferry from Manhattan to 
drink at this newly opened brewery

13/  Famous NYC watering hole. Established in 1854.

14/ Brooklyn’s Oliver

15/  Famous Dry Irish Stout brewed in Long Island 
City during the early 20th Century

17/  Ithaca Beer Company’s deliciously fl oral IPA

18/  Manhattan neighborhood home to the fi rst 
brewpub, Manhattan Brewing Co., on the East 
Coast. Est. 1984.

19/  Th e fi rst beer to be legally sold in the US after 
the repeal of Prohibition

20/  Brewers of Brooklyn’s best IPAs. Set up shop in 
South Carroll Gardens/Gowanus in 2013.

22/  General George Washington hosted a farewell 
feast here for his offi  cers after British troops 
evacuated New York in 1783

24/  Oceanside, Long Island brewery nearly wiped out 
by Hurricane Sandy

25/  NYC borough home to the fi rst production 
brewery in America. Est. in 1612 by Adrian Bock 
& Hans Christiansen.

DOWN

1/  Williamsburg craft brewery opened in 1987

2/  Th is rockstar brewery resides in Ditmars Astoria

4/  Ubiquitous Imperial Pumpkin Ale

6/  Th is nano-brewery calls the Pulaski Skybridge in 
Long Island City its neighbor

7/  New York’s premier berliner weisse brewed by 
Peekskill Brewery

9/  Best selling beer in US until the ‘70s. 
Made in NYC.

12/  NYC Borough home to nearly 50 breweries 
during the late 19th Century

15/  Th is cream ale made in Rochester has won 10 
medals at the Great American Beer Festival

16/  Downtown cobblestone street formerly known at 
“Brewers Street.” Paved to better accommodate 
keg traffi  c.

21/  Ridgewood, Queens brewery founded in 2011

23/  8th largest craft brewery in the US and largest in 
NY State

the great artisanal ham tasting: 
MY EXPERIENCE

beyond the pumpkin: 
A GUIDE TO BETTER FALL DRINKING

I’m never one to turn down a ham tasting, let alone a great ham tasting. So when my good 
friend, Patrick Martins, invited me to participate in Th e Great Artisanal Ham Tasting, I RSVP’d 
as soon as I could. 

Th e Great Artisanal Ham Tasting was put together by Heritage Foods USA, S. Wallace Edwards 
and Sons, and Dave Arnold. Th ey invited a wide variety of food and beverage folks to utilize 
their honed palates to taste, discuss and assign descriptive words to some of the best American 
and European hams out there. Sounds like a blast, right? It was! And it was also exhausting.

Coming into the event, I was more worried about what famous chef I might embarrass myself in 
front of as opposed to how I would describe 30 diff erent samples of ham. “I’ll just describe them 
like I would a beer,” I thought. I’d evaluate the color, describe the mouth feel, assign some words 
about fl avor — badda bing, badda boom, this ham has been described. But upon tasting the 
fi rst ham, I realized something very important — ham is not beer and it cannot be described 
using the lexicon that I rely on daily. 

And that was the very point of this event. If a group of words can be consistently used to 
describe cured ham then we can move past the explanation of what cured ham is (or isn’t) and 
into the realm of subtlety and nuanced fl avors. As anyone who has been inside our shop can tell 
you, we’ll often ask you what fl avors you’re really into as opposed to what style or brand you are 
interested in purchasing. For us, it is so much easier to recommend a beer when we aren’t bound 
by a style and I can only assume that the same can be said for those working with charcuterie 
on a daily basis.

After I was able to move past the fi rst descriptor that popped into my mind, “hammy,” I was 
slowly able to develop my ham descriptor skills. I won’t say that my descriptors were all that 
developed or diff erent than those I might use for a beer. But I came up with a few that I was 
really proud of at least. Moreover, I was starting to really know what I liked and didn’t like about 
certain hams. 

As we fi nished our fi nal ham sample, I refl ected on what I had learned from the evening. I even 
jotted down a little list of my fi nal thoughts:

1.  My palate maxes out at about 20 samples. After that, I was back to square one and most 
of my descriptions centered around the theme of ‘hammy’.

2.  Th ere is a diff erence between European cured hams and American hams and I’m pretty 
sure that I can taste the diff erence now. Neither holds more merit than the other — 
they’re just plain diff erent. 

3.  If push came to shove, I do think my palate leans toward the really smoky, long aged 
hams from America. Consider me a ham patriot.

4.  Country hams are an American culinary tradition that is too often overlooked. We 
should really celebrate the producers and sellers of this quality, American-made 
delicacy more.

I am fully aware that most people do not have the opportunity to taste 30 examples of ham or 
beer or cheese side by side. But why not four? Growing up, my grandfather used to stage taste 
tests for the family with various themes — hot dogs, bacon, sodas — they were fun and goofy. 
But at the end of the day I can tell you with all sincerity that I think Hebrew National is the best 
hot dog out there and I’ll take an RC Cola over a Coca-Cola any day of the week. Th e more you 
taste of anything, the more you’ll know your own palate. No longer will you order any ol’ IPA 
just because you heard IPAs are all the rage right now. You’ll order the Founders Mosaic Promise 
because you prefer an IPA with a more subtle hop presence and a clean, bitter fi nish. Taking the 
time to learn the language is defi nitely worth your time. At the very least, it’s a pretty tasty way 
to spend your Saturday night.

Summer is a glorious time. Potentially the one season that is truly of the moment, looking for immediate enjoyment and 
trying to forget that the other seasons will come again. Fall is when we start looking forward, no more reveling in the 
moment, but a time when you consider bundling up with more clothes, slightly heavier foods and more robust beers. Fall is 
a straddling season, constantly swaying between winter and summer and while this might make it harder to plan one’s day, 
it only makes the options for what beer you are going to drink more bountiful. 

As true with other seasons, it is easy to associate fall with certain fl avors in food and drink and simplify them down to one or 
two options. Summer is usually associated with pilsners and wheat beers and autumn falls to the pumpkin. While the appeal 
of pumpkin beers is lost on me, I relate to the desire for beers that will pair better with cooler temperature and heavier foods. 
Th is is a guide for those looking to reach beyond the pumpkin for their fall beers, or at least give you a few more options. 

HISTORICAL SELECTIONS   Dunkels, or dark lagers, were perhaps the fi rst fall beer. Traditionally they would have 
been made in the spring, complying with Germany’s Reinheitsgebot (German beer purity law), which prohibited brewing 
beer from April 23rd to September 29th. Beers for the fi rst Oktoberfest would have been made in March, and held until the 
last week of September. While throughout the summer one would have been drinking helles lagers, dunkels, which are the 
big brother to lighter lagers, are the natural fall successor to one’s table. Th e darker malt bill adds both sweet caramel notes 
and a slight roast that will pair better with fall ’s heartier meals. It will still feel lighter than the now common porters and 
stouts one craves in the winter months, but will hint at the those same fl avors. 

English milds, or mild ales, once reigned supreme in the pubs of England in the fi rst half of 1900’s. Milds lauded as blue 
collar beer were dark in color, roasty and slightly hoppy, but with an abv of 3.5-4, still something workers could consume in 
generous quantities. In a sense an English brother to the dunkel, mild ales would pair well with the same fall dishes. Nutty 
cheeses and roasted meat would be ideal, but so would French onion soup. Anything that has been seared on a grill or in a 
pan will work naturally with the subtle sweetness of a mild. 

MY KIND OF HARVEST ALE   Pumpkin Ales got their start as harvest ales and the pumpkin provided a new resource for 
added sugars and calories in the fall. Now with pumpkin ales appearing at the beginning of August, too early to be using this 
season’s crop, the pumpkin has become more about marketing than the actual fall harvest. For an alternative one can grab 
a harvest or wet-hopped beer. Hops, the bittering fl ower that we all love year round, are harvested in the fall, August and 
September, and while the majority of the harvest gets kilned or dried to reduce water weight and make it stable for storing 
and use throughout the year, a small portion is used for wet hopping. Th is process is quick; once picked the hops either have 
to be used or dried otherwise they will develop off  fl avors and mold. Th e hops are picked, loosely packed and quickly shipped 
to a brewery where they are used right away. Wet hopping is a modern take on the idea of a harvest ale, and is a way to use 
and experience an ingredient one is already familiar with in a new way. 

BELGIAN INSPIRED   Saisons are usually thought of as a late spring or summer choice but their liberal style lets them be 
interpreted in ways fi t for any season. Saisons are often thought of as spiced, and while they emerged when spices from the 
east started emerging in Europe, some brewers claim they don’t add any other spices. Th e natural spice found in the Belgian 
yeast is almost always enough, but recently people have taken saison in new directions. Here are some of my fall favorites.

Th e Saison Darkly from Stillwater Artisanal Ales is perfect for the fall. Brian Strumke travels to Belgium to brew this saison, 
starting with a dark malt imparting a roasted sweetness and brown color and adding rose hips, hibiscus and schisandra 
berries complementing the fruit and herbal notes a saison normally carries. Th e roast in the body makes one feel as if one is 
drinking a heavier beer, while the berries and fl owers add a light playfulness that is reminiscent of summer. 

Th e Fieldmouse’s Farewell brewed by Pretty Th ings, in Massachusetts is their harvest saison. It is slightly stronger and 
sweeter, making it more appropriate for the slight chill of fall. Th ey use French hops, which are less bitter and more fl oral 
and grassy. Th e malt bill of this beer is what makes it truly diff erent. Th ey ramp up the rye, which gives it a unique spice and 
then use oats, wheat, spelt, sorghum and buckwheat truly using all of nature’s bounty before the frost settles in. 

Th e Surette from Crooked Stave is something I could drink year round, but would be my go to sour beer for the fall. Heartier 
and heavier than a Gose or a Berliner Weisse, this wild saison picks up spice and weight from the rye, oat and spelt they use 
and a fruity/funky acidity from the Brettanomyces and Lactobacillus found in their oak foeders. Th e balance of spice and 
tartness will lift up and cut through almost any dish you might have from something as light as goat cheese on a salad to as 
heavy as a pork chop.

by MEGAN SAXELBY by DYLAN CROUSE



ACROSS
3/ CAPTAINLAWRENCE
5/ BLUEPOINT
8/ GRIMM
10/ CRISP
11/ FLAGSHIP
13/ MCSORLEY’S
14/ GARRETT
15/ GUINNESS
17/ FLOWERPOWER
18/ SOHO
19/ UTICACLUB
20/ OTHERHALF
22/ FRAUNCESTAVERN
24/ BARRIER
25/ MANHATTAN

DOWN
1/ BROOKLYNBREWERY
2/ SINGLECUT
4/ PUMKING
6/ TRANSMITTERBREWING
7/ SIMPLESOUR
9/ SCHAEFER
12/ BROOKLYN
15/ GENESEE
16/ STONESTREET
21/ FINBACK
23/ MATT

CROSSWORD 
ANSWERS

fall: FROM A CHEF’S PERSPECTIVE

I’m a sucker for u-pick anything. I live in NYC and sometimes the pace forces me to head for the hills and frolic joyfully thru the autumnal 
foliage picking fruit. Nice visual huh? I spend most of my birthdays in the Adirondacks tucked away in the woods, cooking over fi re and drinking 
champagne. I lived in Vermont for two years while attending culinary school and no matter what I’m doing I’d probably rather be skiing. You could 
say I’m truly a New England boy at heart. So I thought it would be fi tting to share this recipe for mushroom and sea urchin; my homage to New 
England. Pairs well with märzenbier.

Roasted Hen of the Woods with Maine Urchin and Apple
Serves 2-4 people

Yield: 1 cup
4 oz. (1/2 tray) fresh Maine sea urchin
1 red thai bird chili (sliced)
1 small clove garlic (peeled)
1 oz. young ginger (chopped)
1 oz. fi sh sauce
2 oz. olive oil 

In a blender combine sea urchin chili, garlic, young ginger and fi sh sauce. 
Purée until smooth. With the blender running on low speed, slowly add 
the olive oil to emulsify. 

1 lb. Hen of the Woods mushrooms
2 small shallots (peeled)
2 small cloves garlic (peeled) 
2 oz. young ginger (chopped)
Olive oil
Sea salt
1 apple (Winesap, Macintosh), diced and tossed in lime juice
1 scallion (sliced thinly) 

Begin by removing the base stem from the mushrooms with a small 
knife. From here you should be able to break apart the mushrooms with 
your fi ngers; but not too small. Set aside. 

Th is recipe calls for “young” ginger which is exactly what it sounds like. 
If you cannot fi nd young ginger you may substitute with normal ginger 
but only use half as much. Young ginger is also very thin skinned so you 
don’t really need to peel it. I use the back of a knife or spoon and lightly 
scrape to remove some of the darker spots as needed. In a food processor 
combine shallot, garlic and young ginger and purée until smooth. 

Heat a heavy bottomed cast iron pan over high heat and add enough olive 
oil to cover the bottom. Once the oil shimmers and begins to smoke, add 
the mushrooms and cook without mixing too frequently. Th e mushrooms 
should get a nice brown color and will get crispy on the edges. Once the 
mushrooms are cooked, season with sea salt and remove to a paper towel 
to drain. Turn down the heat and a little more olive oil and the purée. 
Cook until aromatic. Return the mushrooms to the pan, dress in the 
toasty purée and check the seasoning. 

Plate the mushrooms and dress liberally in sea urchin sauce. Top with 
diced apple and sliced scallion. 

4

M A R K E T P L A C E
the

Visit us in Grand Central or online for great gifts, for you or someone else, this holiday season!

T-SHIRTS

$25  Available in multiple designs.
Men’s and Women’s, S-XL

CYCLING CAP

$27  Available in sizes S/M, and L/XL

BEER TABLE BEER BAR

$5  Dark chocolate with brewer’s barley, 
orange peel and sea salt

G I FT  C AR D

BEER TABLE GIFT CARD

$25-200  Available in multiple values

THE GIFT OF BEER

Price varies  Customizable mixed cases. 
Call to design yours!

REDUCTIVIST RINGTOOL

$25  Bike tool + bottle opener

BUSINESS CARD BOTTLE OPENER

$2

TRACK JACKET

$40  Available in sizes S-XL

by CORWIN KAVE
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